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Here you can find the menu of The Cardiff And County Club in Cardiff. At the moment, there are 17 menus
and drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Alisa Spencer likes

about The Cardiff And County Club:
fab bar, tasty pizzas, great selection of beer, (although no apfelwein, mango bier was a great substitute) and the

staff was great! I had my birthday here in the upper floor, who even had a pool table! would definitely
recommend! read more. What SirP67 doesn't like about The Cardiff And County Club:

Our second family visit in the space of 3-4 years. The food remains good but the portions seem to have shrunk.
We ordered all the starters which while nice didn't satiate so we ordered them all again. Perhaps we should have

gone for a main rather than returning to the starters but we wanted to keep to the tapas theme. read more. At
The Cardiff And County Club from Cardiff it's possible to taste delicious vegetarian dishes, that were made

without any animal meat or fish, Especially with the bite-sized, Tapas you can't do anything wrong, because there
is something for every palate. Furthermore, you will find typical Italian dishes with delicious classics like pizza
and pasta, Furthermore, the drinks menu in this eatery is impressive and offers a good and extensive variety of

beers from the area and from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

Starter� & Salad�
RISOTTO

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

BAR

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PASTA

SALAD

MUSSELS

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
BUFFALO

MOZZARELLA PASTA

MANGO

CHILI

DUCK

PRAWNS

PESTO
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Opening Hours:
Monday 08:00-18:00
Tuesday 08:00-18:00
Wednesday 08:00-18:00
Thursday 08:00-18:00
Friday 08:00-21:00
Saturday 08:00-16:00
Sunday 08:00-16:00
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